
Shimmer Tassel Necklace by FusionBeads.com 
 

 
 
Approximate finished length: 33 inches 
 
Beads and other products needed for one necklace: 
 
7 - 4mm Crystal AB 2X Swarovski Crystal Bicone Bead – 5328 (04BI1251)  
8 - 4mm Sapphire AB 2X Swarovski Crystal Bicone Bead – 5328 (04BI1294)  
1 - 12mm Black Diamond Shimmer Swarovski Crystal Square Cushion Fancy Stone – 4470 (SK2659)  
1 - 18mm Crystal AB Swarovski Crystal Cushion Fancy Stone – 4568 (SK0584)  
1 - 12mm Gold Setting for #4470 Swarovski Crystal Square Cushion Fancy Stone (BM5023)  
1 - 18x13mm Gold Setting for #4568 Swarovski Crystal Cushion Fancy Stone (BM5027)  
1 - 30mm Embroidery Thread Tassel with Gold Cap - Navy Blue (BM5417)  
3 - 5.5mm Gold Plated Brass 20 Gauge Open Jump Ring by TierraCast (GP2539)  
24 inches - Base Metal 4mm Round Disk Chain – Gold (CN7264)  
48 inches - Round Artistic Wire - Tarnish Resistant Brass - 24 gauge (AW2116)  
 
Tools needed to complete the necklace: 
 
Round Nose Pliers 
Chain nose pliers 
Wire cutters 
Tapered Nylon Jaw Pliers (TL2468) 
 
Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:  
 
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring 
Wire Wrapped Link  
Using Swarovski Crystal Stones with Settings 
 
  



Instructions to complete “Shimmer Tassel” necklace:  
 
Step 1 
Open one jump ring and slide it through the two holes on one side of one 12mm setting. Attach that same 
jump ring to the two holes on one side of one 18x13mm setting. Close the jump ring. (See Opening and 
Closing a Jump Ring).  
 
Step 2 
Open another jump ring and slide it through the two holes on the other side of the 18x13mm setting. 
Attach the tassel and close the jump ring. 
 
Step 3 
Open another jump ring and slide it through the two holes on the other side of the 12mm setting. Close 
the jump ring. 
 
Step 4 
Place one 12mm fancy stone into the 12mm square cushion setting. Use the nylon jaw pliers to gently 
bend the prongs over the top of the stone to secure (see Using Swarovski Crystal Stones with Settings 
Technique). 
 
Step 5 
Place one 18mm fancy stone into the 18x13 cushion setting. Use the nylon jaw pliers to gently bend the 
prongs over the top of the stone to secure. 
 
Step 6 
Cut 16 1.5 inch lengths of disk chain. Each length will have 7 disks on it. Make sure that 2 of the chain 
lengths have one extra link for the first and last chain lengths added to this necklace.  
 
Step 7 
Open the jump ring from Step 3 and attach a 1.5 inch length of disk chain (7 disks long). Make sure that 
the first chain length has one link after the disk at the end still attached. Attach that last link to the jump 
ring. Close the jump ring. 
 
Step 8 
Using a 3-inch length of wire, make a wire wrapped link (see Wire Wrapped Link Technique) with one 
4mm Sapphire AB 2X bicone bead. Connect one side of this wire wrapped link to the other end of the 
chain from Step 6. (it will be connected to the second hole of the last disk from the chain length). 
 
Step 9 
Make a wire wrapped link on the other end of the wire from Step 8. Connect this side of the wire wrapped 
link to another 1.5 inch chain length. (it will be connected to the first hole of the first disk from the chain 
length). 
 
Step 10 
Repeat Steps 8-9 using one 4mm Crystal AB 2X bicone bead. 
 
Step 11 
Repeat Steps 8-9 14 more times until you have 8 sapphire wire wrapped links and 7 crystal wire wrapped 
links.  
 
Step 12 
For the last chain length make sure that the chain has one link after the disk at the end still attached. 
Attach that last link to the jump ring from step 3. Close the jump ring. 
 



For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com 
and select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry 
ideas at FusionBeads.com!  
 

 


